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Stops Along the Way

Devani Hinkelmann & Evan Mennen

Throughout our time as FFA members we will discover landmarks along the way. During
this workshop, we will explore the FFA landmarks of opportunities that we can stop at
throughout our FFA journey.

Captain of Our Quest

Casey Denk & Brooke Casey

During long adventures, captains are in charge of guiding their ships. They ensure their
passengers are safe and headed in the right direction. Over the course of our FFA career,
we can develop into the captains of our own quest. We have the ability to influence and
guide members around us, helping build our FFA chapters and leadership skills.

Wisconsin FFA AGmazing Race

Isaac Hopke & Mary Schrieber

Members will continue their AGventure around the world of FFA in the first ever
“Wisconsin FFA AGmazing Race!” Bring your competitive spirit as we explore the basics of
FFA in a mad dash to the finish line.

Reaching the Summit

Rhylie Gough & Cole Hicken

The summit can be big, scary, and sometimes viewed as unattainable. In this workshop we
will offer students the resources to set more achievable objectives that build together to
reach whatever our long-term goals may be.

Choosing Our Route

Jeremiah Ihm & Heidi Strey

In this workshop, we will learn about what a Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) is.
Choosing an SAE or “route” can be the most important aspect of our FFA journey. We will
explore different SAE routes and help everyone find a beginning to their journey.

The Perfect Adventure Attire

Kendra Goplin & Ben Styer

During our FFA Adventure we need to make sure we are dressed for success. During our
time together we will learn the parts of FFA Official Dress and how to wear it along with
some important etiquette reminders.

